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Tommi, Zara, and Kate are all elite riders on the A Circuit. Tommi, the billionaire heiress, is training

a young horse to prove she can make horses a real career. But when her new beau, Alex,

convinces her to skip a horse show to party in the Hamptons, the results could be disastrous. Zara,

the celebutante wild child, is finally taking her riding seriously. Until the new "nanny" her dad hires

threatens to upstage Zara's party girl status. Then there's Kate. She doesn't have money to burn

like the others, but she does have Fitz, the barn's resident hot guy. But when the pressure of being

a working student builds, Kate's perfectionist tendencies threaten to get in the way of her

relationship and her riding.Readers who are growing out of the Canterwood Crest series or

searching for an A-list fix have found just what they're looking for in the A Circuit series.
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Georgina Bloomberg is the younger daughter of New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg. An

accomplished equestrian, Georgina travels the circuit with her horses and lends her time to many

equine charities. A portion of her proceeds from this book will be donated to the Equestrian Aid

Foundation.Catherine Hapka has published many books for children and young adults. She keeps

three horses at her small farm in Pennsylvania.



Great trilogy!! Loved each one and I'm not a teen!!! Looking forward to Georgina writing more riding

books!!

Really enjoyed this story about the Hunter/Jumper world and junior riders. Georgina Bloomberg,an

international Hunter competitor, really added a note of factual interest to this teen horse novels.

Very entertaining.

This book was amazing! I can't wait for the next one to come out! Great book for teen girls who have

love for riding and horses!

Thought the horse world would 'make it ' for me but still different values. I'd probably try again with a

sequel because of the show scene but......

I've been looking for a teen horse book and a new series to read. When I found out about this series

I fell in love with it! Amazing!

grand daughter loved

It's nice to have a series involving horses for teenagers. Now when I want my horse fix this series is

more appealing to me.

Was a wonderful book I loved every bit of it. The way it was writen form a riders point of view was

amazing
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